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Letter from the Editor 
 I wanted to share with you that there will be changes coming to two local 
parks we ride at.  If you want your input to count, please participate in those 
conversations.   

 

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) will host an open house on March 
23, 2023, to kick off a process to revise the 1975 Blue Marsh Lake Master Plan. 
The open house will be held from 5-7 p.m. at the Berks County Agricultural 
Center, 1238 County Welfare Road, Leesport, PA 19533. Please see their web-
site for additional information . 

 

Green Lane is also having meetings for their Master Plan of the park.  See the 
last page of the newsletter for meeting dates and locations.  Also look at their 
location for info.  https://www.montcopa.org/3827/NewsAlerts 

 

Note:  If you currently are not on our email list, please send the editor 
your email address, will be glad to add you to our distribution list.  Email 
cropeter@dejazzd.com 
 

Upcoming Events: 
2ND Saturdays of the Month—The ring at the club grounds will be open 

for use—only in good weather.  We ask that if you use the ring, please 

clean up after yourself.   

March Trail Ride—March 26th at Lehigh Parkway—ride at 11:00 am.  

Park at the Fish Hatchery Parking Lot.  For more information call 610-310

-7984. This is a short ride of just 2 hours on a grit path. 

 

Reminder to follow along with our events on FACEBOOK and check out 

our website at  http://www.bluespruceridingclub.com/ 

 

March 2023 

Fundraiser—Bags For Sale at the  

Clubhouse—$5.00 each 



2023  BSRC Officers: 

President:  Open Office 

Secretary:  Open Office 

Treasurer:  Open Office 

Maintenance:  Open Office 

Show Chairman:  

Sue Moss—570-345-0754 

Newsletter Editor & Trail Boss—   

Charmaine Ropeter—610-310-

7984 

Webmaster:   

Theresa Reabold—  610-826-5309 

Board of Directors 2022: 

Chairman of the Board:   

Pat Zentner—610-845-2205 

2022 Board Members:  

Open Board Position 

Open Board Position 

Feeding Horses Hay Before Grain 

By Mary Beth Gordon, Ph.D. 

We’ve all heard this barn tip: feed hay before 
grain (or as we like to call it, concentrate) to 
slow your horses’ feed intake.  
 
And we all want horses to eat slowly, not 
choke and enjoy their meals.  But is it really 
true that feeding hay first will slow the intake 
of a concentrate meal? It could be a helpful 
management tip if the effect was real, but 
some horses seem to gobble up their feed, 
regardless of when they are fed.   
 
This question led our equine research team 
at Purina Animal Nutrition in Gray Summit, 
Missouri, to test the hypothesis that feeding 
hay prior to a concentrate meal would slow a 
horse’s rate of intake. Also, other factors 
were examined, such as time of day, type of 
concentrate (textured feed versus pelleted 
feed), and how long the horses were 
adapted to the diets, to see if these factors 
further affected their rate of consumption. 
 
The study 
The team utilized 10 of the farm’s Quarter 
Horse geldings between the ages of 4 and 
12. The horses were randomly assigned to 
one of five feeding regimens, and they were 
kept on them for 5 days.  Each week, they 
were switched to another treatment until all 
of the horses received each treatment which 
consisted of the following. 

• Hay only 

• Hay before pelleted feed (hay fed 20 
minutes prior to pelleted 
feed, Strategy® GX) 

• Hay before textured feed (hay fed 20 
minutes prior to textured 
feed, Omolene® #200) 

• Pelleted feed and hay fed simultane  
 ously 

Textured feed and hay fed simultaneously 

The amount of concentrate feed offered at 
each feeding was 4.0 lbs and hay was offered 
at 0.5 percent of body weight for each horse. 
Feeding times were 7:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. 
Monday through Friday. All measurements of 
intake were taken with our in-house feeding 
scale system that allows us to measure every 
bite of hay and every bite of concentrate 
that these horses eat at the same time.   
 
The results 
By the end of the study, the hypothesis was 
proven correct that the horses consumed 
concentrate (grain) feed slower when hay 
was fed before the concentrate meal. The 
horses also ate their textured feed a little 
more quickly than their pelleted feed.  When 
horses received their textured or pelleted 
feeds at the same time as the hay, they natu-
rally ate their concentrate meals first, and 
quicker than if they had been offered hay 
offered first.  The time of day the meal took 
place did not influence the rate of concen-
trate consumption, but the rate of hay con-
sumption was higher in the morning than in 
the afternoon for all groups of horses. During 
the study, we also observed that horses ex-
pecting their textured feed acted more impa-
tient (pawing, banging their feed pans 
around) and they ate the least amount of 
hay when it was fed prior to the concentrate! 
 
In conclusion, feeding your horse hay prior 
to concentrate can help slow down the rate 
of intake.  This can be an important manage-
ment strategy for horses prone to rushing 
their meals.  In the end, this historical barn 
tip has been proven true for now.  If you 
have a horse that eats too quickly or is prone 
to choke, feed hay first to slow him down.    

Memberships/Dues 
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Thank you to our members who 

faithfully mail in their dues each 

year.  Membership dues are due 

in the beginning of each year.  If 

you joined in Nov or Dec, of the 

previous year, no dues are re-

quired till the following year.   

The price is:  $20.00 for a Single 

Membership and $25.00 for a 

Family Membership.  If you need 

a membership application, it is  

posted on our website.    

Mail Dues to: 

Charmaine Ropeter 

535 Fagleysville Rd 

Perkiomenville, PA 18074 

https://www.purinamills.com/horse-feed/products/strategy-professional-formula-gx-horse-feed/
https://www.purinamills.com/horse-feed/products/omolene-200-performance-horse-feed/


Imagine you are riding along in a nice, peaceful trot. But when you ask for canter, your horse shoots off like a cannon and goes around a 

circle like a crotch rocket motorcycle navigating a sharp turn! Your horse just keeps getting faster and faster as he falls more and more to 

the inside, and you wonder if he even might fall over. You are probably left wondering why your horse speeds up at the canter? 

It’s All About Balance 

The simple answer to this common problem is that the horse is not balanced enough to maintain a steady, upright canter. The rider can 

certainly help the horse to balance himself better, but the horse will need more strength as well. 

But you might be wondering what strength and balance have to do with the fact that your horse always speeds up and shoots off into the 

canter like a rocket. Simply, to not fall over. 

Why the Horse NEEDS to Speed Up at the Canter 

Your horse actually needs to speed up at the canter because he is out of balance, to keep himself from literally falling over. This is especial-

ly true when the horse is falling in already on a circle. So why does speed help the horse to not fall over? 

Imaging yourself riding a bicycle. Get a little bit of speed going and then turn onto a small circle. Stop pedaling and just coast as you keep 

the bicycle on a small circle. At first, you probably just coast along smoothly on the circle. But what happens once you start slowing down 

and start losing momentum? …And then you are so slow that you feel like you need to do something or else the bike will fall over. 

What should you do in order to not fall over, and yet remain on the circle? You need to start pedaling again and speed up. As soon as you 

speed up, you are supported by the additional momentum and you won’t feel like the bike is going to tip over, even though the bike is still 

tilted inward on the circle. 

You see, you need a certain amount of speed, or momentum, to keep the bike from falling over while it is tilting in on the circle. 

The Same Goes for the Horse that Speeds Up at the Canter 

The same applies to the horse. A green, or unbalanced horse, is crooked. He’s not strong enough to stand his body upright like a seasoned, 

well-trained horse. So just like the bicycle, if your horse is falling in, especially when going around a turn or on a circle, he will literally fall 

over without enough momentum to carry him through it. Your horse will need to maintain a certain speed in order to feel balanced 

enough to comfortably continue on. That is why your horse speeds up. Your horse is trying to not fall over, literally.  

But the good news is, as your horse becomes stronger and more balanced, he will be able to “stand up” and thus, slow his rhythm more 

and more with your help. Think about yourself on your bicycle. If you practiced enough to improve your balance, you could eventually 

make the circle really small and remain upright and not fall over. But without enough practice, (or strength for the horse), you have no 

other option but to “gun it” at full speed: 

If the cyclist were to stop his speed at this moment, he would fall over! 

How to Improve Over Time 

The first thing you need to do is simple. Just keep cantering! Yes, it will feel crazy and fast, but the horse just needs to keep doing it to gain 

a little bit more strength. Over time, it will get better and better. 

Next you need to find out where your horse’s imbalances are and aim to help him in those specific areas. Some common imbalances are: 

1. Falling in on one particular shoulder. 

2. Falling out on one particular shoulder. (these first two could be inversely related by the horse falling in one direction and falling out the 

other direction. It’s the same shoulder impeding you in a different way each direction.) 

3. Not enough engagement from the hind end which leads to falling onto the rider’s hands for balance. 

4. Haunches swinging a particular way and therefore not stepping under. Most horses will have a stronger and a weaker hind leg. 

Key Ingredients for Better Balance 

Forward, forward, forward. I know it’s hard to think forward when the horse is rushing off. But forward does not mean fast! It’s more 

about power. 

Straightness. Find parts of the horse that are popping out or blocking so that he can come through with his movement more forwardly. 

The half halt! Learn how to ride a great half halt here. 

Rider balance. Make sure you are balanced so that you are not creating any blockages or hinderances for your horse. He will often com-

pensate in order to stay under your crooked body. 

Fixing the Canter Will Take Time 

The canter will improve with time and correct training, but it will not magically transform overnight. But merely knowing the reason why 

your horse is a mess and speeds up at the canter can surely help you understand the mechanics and set you off in the right direction to-

ward improvement. 
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Why Your Horse Speeds Up at the Canter 



 



Reminder:  As a club member you can have 

your business card or advertisement 

included in the monthly newsletter. 

BSRC ADVERTISMENT  



PLEASE  
PLACE  
STAMP  
HERE 

!!!!!!Green Lane Park Trails!!!!!!! 

BLUE SPRUCE RIDING CLUB Editor: 
Charmaine Ropeter 
535 Fagleysville Rd. 
Perkiomenville, PA  18074 

General Meetings:  7:00 PM 
at the clubhouse 
April 2 
May 7 
June 4 
June 11-Obstacle Practice 
July 23—Obstacle Practice 
Aug 20—Obstacle Practice 
Sept 10—Club Picnic and  
Obstacle Practice 
October 1 
November 5 
December 3 
 
 
 
**Note  - if inclement 
weather check with a club 
officer for meeting status, on 
our Facebook Page or email. 
Trail Rides are usually the 
Third Sunday of the Month.   

2023 BSRC Schedule 

 


